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1. Technology Minerals (LSE:TM1)  Listen Here! 

Developing the UK’s first listed sustainable circular economy for battery metals. TM1 
are working towards extracting raw materials required for Li-ion battery cathodes, 
whilst solving the ecological issue of spent Li-ion batteries, by recycling them for reuse 
by battery manufacturers. The battery metals in discussion comprise cobalt, lithium, 
nickel and manganese. The group is geared towards exploration and mining, with the 
ultimate goal of supplying sustainable raw materials critical for the growing demand 
from the UK and global battery market, and towards the concomitant battery metals 
recycling industry. 

Price 1.4p  

*Target 5p 

 

2. Jubilee Metals (AIM:JLP) Listen Here! 

Jubilee metals are a global, diversified metals processing and recovery company. 
Operating world-class projects and ensuring a positive impact on the environment 
and its stakeholders by reducing the historical footprint of surface waste, processing 
chrome, Platinum Group metals, copper, cobalt and vanadium. 

Price 10.2p 

*Target 18p 

 

3. African Pioneer (LSE:AFP) Listen Here! 

African Pioneer's principal business is to explore opportunities within the natural 
resources sector in Sub-Saharan Africa, with a focus on base and precious metals 
including but not limited to copper, nickel, lead and zinc. The exploration licenses are 
located within the Southern African countries of Namibia, Botswana and Zambia. 
Whereas Namibia has two sea ports on the Atlantic Ocean at Walvis Bay and Luderitz, 
Botswana and Zambia are both landlocked countries. 

Price 2.2p 

*Target 6p 

 

 

 

https://audioboom.com/posts/8208704-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-robin-brundle-executive-chairman-of-technology
https://audioboom.com/posts/8208821-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-leon-coetzer-ceo-of-jubilee-metals-aim-jlp
https://audioboom.com/posts/8212335-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-colin-bird-executive-chairman-of-african-pioneer
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4. BSF Enterprise (LSE:BSFA) Listen Here! 

BSF Enterprise, the owner of pioneering UK-based clinical and cellular agriculture 
company 3D Bio-Tissues, is unlocking the next generation of biotech solutions. It is 
achieving this through an acquisition-led growth strategy to drive the development 
of lab-grown tissues. Cell-based tissue engineering can generate cultured meat, lab-
grown leather, human corneas, collagen growth and skin substitutes. This technology 
will contribute to a radical transformation of the delivery of sustainable solutions 
across a variety of sectors. 

Price 15p 

*Target 30p 

 

5. Prospex Energy (AIM:PXEN) Listen Here! 

Prospex Energy plc is building a sizeable gas production and electricity generation 
investment portfolio focused on high impact, late stage onshore European 
opportunities. With a growing portfolio of interests and an expert management team 
with a proven track record of generating significant value in the sector, Prospex is well 
positioned to become a European focused energy player centred around natural gas, 
the transition fuel for a carbon free future. 

Price 13.5p 

*Target 32p 

 

6. Galileo Resources (AIM:GLR) Listen Here! 

Galileo Resources Plc is an opportunity driven company whose model is to acquire 
large data bases generated by major companies and abundant for strategic, 
corporate, technical and other reasons which do not necessarily reflect the potential 
value of the project. The company has a strong management team who have success 
in discovering, evaluating and advancing mining projects. 

Price 1.3p 

*Target 3.9p 

 

 

 

https://audioboom.com/posts/8212339-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-che-connon-ceo-of-3d-bio-tissues-and-geoff-bake
https://audioboom.com/posts/8212344-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-mark-routh-ceo-of-prospex-energy-aim-pxen
https://audioboom.com/posts/8212345-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-colin-bird-executive-chairman-of-galileo-resour
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7. Contango Holdings (AIM:CGO) Listen Here! 

Contango has a 70% interest in the Lubu Coal Project in Zimbabwe, with the 
remaining 30% held by supportive local partners. The Lubu Coal Project covers 19,236 
hectares of the highly prospective Karroo Mid Zambezi coal basin, located in the 
established Hwange mining district in north-western Zimbabwe.  Previous owners 
have expended more than $20m on Lubu, which has enabled a sizeable resource in 
excess of 1.3 billion tonnes to be identified under NI 43-101 standard.  Contango is 
currently focussed on mining from Block B2, where extensive work has also been 
undertaken to define the specific properties of the coal.  The coal seams within Block 
B2 are from surface down to a maximum depth of 47m, thus ensuring operating costs 
are kept competitive. 

Price 5.3p 

*Target 11p 

 

8. Bens Creek (AIM:BEN) Listen Here! 

Bens Creek Group plc owns and operates the Ben’s Creek mining project. The 
property is set over 10,000 acres in the Central Appalachian Basin of the eastern 
United States and located in the southern part of the state of West Virginia and 
eastern edge of the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Historically metallurgical coal has 
been produced from the property. Ben's Creek has direct access to domestic markets 
through the Norfolk Southern Railway Company’s rail network and to export markets 
through the Lambert’s Point Export Terminal in Norfolk, Virginia. 

The property is comprised of seven adjacent tracts which are controlled through the 
leases and freehold project land. The wash plant and loading facility are located on 
the freehold project land. The property is leased from Pocahontas Land Corporation 
and Carbon Fuels Inc. and has all the permits necessary to carry out mining operations 
on the leased properties. 

Price 21.2p 

*Target 60p 

 

 

 

 

https://audioboom.com/posts/8212346-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-carl-esprey-ceo-of-contango-holdings-lse-cgo
https://audioboom.com/posts/8212349-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-adam-wilson-ceo-of-bens-creek
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9. Chill Brands (LSE:CHLL) Listen Here! 

Chill Brands Group the international CBD Group, provides premium products to 
consumers across the USA, UK and Europe. With Chill Brands Group’s established 
partnerships with best-in-class suppliers, the Group ensures it develops the highest-
quality products at favourable margins. Since completing a managed restructuring of 
the business, the focus is now dedicated to increasing shareholder value. With 
commercial growth operations conducted under the expert gaze of their trusted UK 
and US partners, they are able to continue with the production of their base natural 
assets without the need for significant in-house investment. Through this agile model, 
Chill have been able to limit operating expenses and to poise the Company to seize 
opportunities as they arise. 

Price 2p 

*Target 5p  

 

10. Greatland Gold (AIM:GGP) Listen Here! 

Greatland Gold is a leading mining development and exploration company focussed 
primarily on precious and base metals. The Company’s flagship asset is the world-class 
Havieron gold-copper deposit in the Paterson region of Western Australia, discovered 
by Greatland and presently under development in Joint Venture with Newcrest 
Mining. Greatland has a proven track record of discovery and exploration success. It is 
pursuing the next generation of tier-one mineral deposits by applying advanced 
exploration techniques in under-explored regions. 

Price 8p 

*Target 12p 

 

11. Sovereign Metals (AIM:SVML) Listen Here! 

Sovereign controls a globally significant, strategic rutile province across its large 
ground holding in Malawi, with its flagship project Kasiya, one of the world’s largest 
rutile deposits. This globally significant rutile province in Malawi, a stable, transparent 
jurisdiction known as “the Warm Heart of Africa”. The Company’s objective is to 
develop a large-scale, long life rutile operation, focusing on developing an 
environmentally responsible, sustainable and socially uplifting operation. Sovereign is 
rapidly continuing a number of work programs..  

Price 23p 

*Target 48p 

 

https://audioboom.com/posts/8212347-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-callum-sommerton-ceo-of-chill-brands-lse-chll
https://audioboom.com/posts/8221717-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-shaun-day-ceo-of-greatland-gold-aim-ggp
https://audioboom.com/posts/8223146-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-sapan-ghai-cco-of-sovereign-metals-aim-svml
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12. Helium One (AIM:HE1) Listen Here! 

Helium One was founded in September 2015. The Company’s focus is to explore, 
develop, and ultimately, become a producer of high-grade helium for the 
international market, a critical material essential in modern technologies. 

 

Helium One holds 4,512km2 of exploration licences in highly prospective helium 
provinces in Tanzania. The Company holds 100% of these licences and has exclusive 
rights to develop the assets. There are three distinct project areas within the 
Company’s portfolio in Tanzania: the Rukwa, Eyasi and Balangida Projects. These all 
contain known helium occurrences and demonstrate ideal geological conditions for 
large, potentially commercial, levels of subterranean gas accumulation. 

 

The Helium One team will leverage their combined technical, industrial, and 
corporate experience to advance these assets towards production, capitalising on the 
current highly compelling global helium market fundamentals. 

Price 5.5p 

*Target 17p 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The Target price indicates where the SP may hit in the course of 2023 and does not necessarily mean 
that it will be at this level at the end of the year. We have seen so many companies in the past hit price 
targets only to faill back again.  

 

 

 

Disclaimer & Declaration of Interest 

The information, investment views, and recommendations in this document are provided for general information 
purposes only. Nothing in this document should be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any financial product 
relating to any companies under discussion or to engage in or refrain from doing so or engaging in any other 
transaction. Any opinions or comments are made to the best of the knowledge and belief of the author but no 
responsibility is accepted for actions based on such opinions or comments. The authors may or may not hold 
investments in the companies mentioned. 

https://audioboom.com/posts/8223143-12-stocks-for-the-12-days-of-christmas-featuring-david-minchin-ceo-of-helium-one-aim-he1

